
 

PHYSICS 107 – Gordon Kane 

This course is intended to acquaint students with some of the most important 
conceptual developments in physics in the 20th and 21st centuries, including 
relativity, quantum mechanics, the fundamental forces and particles, cosmology, 
Higgs bosons, and extra dimensions. To fully appreciate the significance of these 
developments some historical and conceptual perspective is needed, so a 
substantial portion of the course will trace the historical development of ideas in 
physics, how physics results become established, and the impacts of physics on 
society and cultures. 

107 THEMES 

• Once there was no science, no understanding of how nature worked at all – when Shakespeare 
wrote.  Now we understand a huge amount.  How did we get from there to here? 

• Science is figured out by people.  Why are the results of science agreed on by all knowledgeable 
people from all cultures and backgrounds? 

• We now understand the physical world we can see back to the beginning, out to the edges, all 
domains.  Laws of nature are same everywhere. 

• The earth orbits the sun, not the other way around.  Similarly, lots of aspects of nature can be 
counterintuitive – light we don’t see with our eyes, perhaps extra dimensions, etc. 

• People can figure out and understand the natural universe. 
• Aim to learn enough about physics and about how it works, but not too  much 
• The existence and results of science have changed peoples lives hugely, both materially and 

culturally 
 
SYLLABUS 

Week of Topics, Physics 107 

Sept 2 Prehistory – Origins of science, the Greeks – why there? 

Sept 9 How science works – how do we decide what is right? – why is science a democratic 
and universal human activity 

 Transition to modern science – via astronomy (Galileo, Kepler) – via motion (Galileo)  

Sept 16 Why in Europe, not elsewhere – Kepler’s laws 

 Newton’s laws – motion, gravity – the moon is falling – how an argument with several 
steps, each one understandable, and high school math, can give unexpected major 
conclusions  



Sept 23 Newton’s laws lead to explaining tides, deriving Kepler’s laws, discovery of Neptune, 
understanding comets, measuring the speed of light, prediction of dark matter, galaxy 
formation, equivalence of heat and motion, artificial satellites 

 What is a force? – why does a table hold a book up? 

Sept 30 Four fundamental forces, partly unified – the field idea 

 Energy – 1st law of thermodynamics – forms of energy – binding energy – age of earth – 
some impossible things 

Oct 7 Entropy – 2nd law of thermodynamics – refrigerator – efficiency 

 Energy budget of earth – sun’s energy – human use of energy throughout history – 
renewable energy supply 

Oct 14 Electricity – we know what magnetism is – all senses, communication are 
electromagnetic phenomena – Franklin, Faraday, Maxwell 

 Quantum theory 

Oct 21  Atoms – Lucretius – extraordinary history – size? – Explain periodic table – led to 
understanding chemistry, unification of motion and thermodynamics – atoms are 
understood 

 Nuclei and radioactivity – fusion – fission – natural background – radiocarbon dating – 
age of earth – archeology, paleontology, medicine 

Oct 28 Structure of nucleus – protons, neutrons, hadrons – 92 chemical elements – 2 
unstable, use to communicate with extraterrestrials 

 Structure of protons, neutrons – quarks! – observing quarks 

Nov 4 Quarks and leptons – probably last constituents – everything we see made of u and d 
quarks and electrons -- antimatter 

 Are forces unified?  Are protons unstable?   

Nov 11 Size, evolution of universe – measure distances – spectroscopy (laws of nature same 
throughout universe!) – inflation – big bang – dark matter – cosmology today 

 Universality of laws of nature in space and time 

Nov 18 Einstein special relativity – velocity addition, surprising – space-time – E=mc2  

 Search for extraterrestrial life 



Nov 25 The size of things – size of atom fixed by laws, not arbitrary – our size – size of 
mountains – the Planck scale 

  

Dec 2 Chaos, fractals – determinism – complex systems 

 Fragility of science – science and freedom – technology ≠ science 

Dec 9 Higgs bosons, what, why – Extra dimensions? 

 Are there limits to scientific knowledge, to how well we can understand the universe? 

 Themes: People have always tried to understand the physical universe – 400 years ago 
there was no understanding – now a huge amount – how did we get from no scientific 
knowledge to this stage? – learn some physics – learn how science works  
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